
Section 1. Rewrite the following sentences in the plural. 

 A man is eating.  

1) The girl is drinking.  

2) He is running.  

3) The woman is swimming.  

4) A boy is writing.  

5) She is reading.  

Section 2. Circle the word that best matches the underlined words. 

1) The men are writing.
 a. He b. She c. They

2) The girl is drinking.
 a. She b. They c. He

3) The woman is reading.
 a. They b. She c. He

4) The boys are running.
 a. He b. They c. She

Section 3. Put the words in order to make a sentence. 

 girl A is writing  

1) boys The reading are  

2) running She is  

3) men eating are The  

4) woman drinking A is  

5) swimming They are  

A girl is writing.

The men are eating.
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Section 1. Fill in the missing letter d, k, m, n, or t to complete the word.

1) coo     ing

2) rea     ing

3) run     ing

4) ea     ing

Section 2. Choose a word or phrase from each column to make a complete sentence.

Section 3. Fill in the blanks with a word from the box to complete each sentence.

        writing   are   is   men   boy

1) The                             are drinking.

2) A                             is reading.

3) The woman                             cooking.

4) The girls                             eating.

5) The man is                            . 

The men
She
They
A girl

The boys
The woman

He
A man

is
are

eating
cooking
writing
reading

swimming
drinking
running

  

1)  

2)  

3)  

4)  

5)  

They are writing.

5) swim     ing

6) drin     ing

7) wri     ing
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